Nearly eight years ago, Science magazine published an opinion piece by a German government minister, proclaiming that "technical and scientific innovations provide excellent prospects for environmental protection." To master the challenge of sustainable development, the minister wrote, "decision-makers require interdisciplinary approaches and strategies that cut across political lines."
Now this minister has the perfect chance to put these words into practice. Angela Merkel, who was the last minister for the environment under Helmut Kohl and then rose to the leadership of the Christian Democrats during their seven years in opposition, now heads a grand coalition government which literally cuts across political lines, and which has the clout to address the challenges of the future with its vast parliamentary majority.
As the byline of that Science piece helpfully clarified, Angela Merkel holds a PhD in physics. She also happens to be married to a professor of chemistry. Has German science finally found an advocate at the very top of the political hierarchy? Any such hopes must have been slightly dampened last autumn when a woman of the church, theologian Annette Schavan, was put in charge of the ministry for research and education (BMBF), replacing the social democrat Edelgard Bulmahn. Now, after the customary 100 days of warm-up time have passed and the budget for 2006 has been released, researchers can begin to assess whether they will benefit from the science background of the first woman chancellor, or suffer from the lack thereof displayed by the research minister.
At the end of February, the government released details of the 2006 budget including the research funding. In addition to upholding the current level of funding, the government plans to spend an additional 6 billion euros by the year 2009, of which 4 billion euros will go directly into the BMBF budget, which in the current year will rise by 5.6 per cent to just over 8 billion euros. Schavan's ministry will also take the lead in managing the entire 6-billion initiative.
The budget places some emphasis on project development in the areas of life sciences, new technologies, and sustainable development, following the ideas Merkel laid out eight years earlier.
The plan is to create 'lighthouse projects' which serve to set directions for science and to make German research more visible internationally. Over one billion euros are earmarked for this light show.
The controversial initiative to identify a small number of elite universities in a selection
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Budget plans announced by the German government include a boost for science with the hope regional governments will follow the lead. Michael Gross reports.
Merkel's move on science
New prospects: Angela Merkel, the German chancellor with a base in the sparkling new Bundeskanzleramt in Berlin, has pledged a boost for science spending in the 2006 budget (Photo: Berlin Tourist Information. www.berlin-tourist-information.de).
process reminiscent of the 'pop idol' format, conceived under Bulmahn's aegis, is now taking off with an initial budget of over 140 million euros. The idea is to identify universities that could compete internationally with the likes of Harvard and Cambridge and give them selective boost funding to propel them into that higher orbit.
With this budget, Schavan claims, the government is on track to meet the EU objective of spending 3 per cent of GNP for research and development by 2010, provided that others follow suit. "We have set a precedent," she said. "We expect from the regional governments and from the economy that they, too, increase their investment in research and development."
Reaching the famous 3 per cent target, which the EU set itself in 2000, would require an extra 0.5 per cent of the GNP to be mobilised for research and development. While additional federal and industrial funds may be forthcoming, there is a problem. "The more precisely the experts of the federal government calculate, the more clearly the decisive weak point comes to the fore: the Länder," comments Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. The newspaper did a quick poll among the 16 regional governments and found out that not a single one of them could present a concrete finance plan for increasing their contribution to the research and development spending.
Persuading the regional governments to join the funding effort may become the hardest part of Schavan's role in research, but then again, she is already immersed in discussions with them over education and the reform of the federal system. If her theological background helps her to exorcise the sectarian spirit of German federalism and clear the way for Merkel's "excellent prospects," it might become useful after all.
Michael Gross is a science writer based at Oxford. He can be contacted via his web page at www.proseandpassion.com
The tide of animal rights protests which has seriously impaired Oxford University's plans for a new biosciences building turned last month with a demonstration by supporters of the need for animal tests in research.
But both sides are now predicting an escalating conflict after the two sides clashed during the weekend demonstrations. Both groups pledged to step up campaigns which have already resulted in death threats aimed at advocates of animal testing and panic buttons installed at the home of a leading animal test supporter.
Pro-Test, the group which organised the Oxford rally of scientists, students and patients, plans a march in London which it hopes will draw 5,000 supporters. A spokesman for Speak, the animal rights group campaigning against a new animal research laboratory in Oxford, said the Pro-Test demonstration had left it "fired up" to take tougher action.
Remarkably, the spur for the animal research support came from a teenager, Laurie Pycroft, who set up the campaign after Animal rights activists are facing new opposition. Nigel Williams reports.
Pro-test action in Oxford
Speaking out: New opposition to animal rights activists in Oxford may lead to an escalation of the conflict. Many researchers stayed away from the march, fearing reprisals against them and their families. But two scientists spoke out in favour of animal testing. The physiologist John Stein, whose research on dyslexia involves recording brain activity in monkeys, told the crowd: "This is a historic day. We are drawing a line in the sand." Professor Tipu Aziz, a neurosurgeon, who has used primates in his research on Parkinson's disease, said the demonstration signalled "the return of democracy in the UK. This is the end of animal rights terrorist acts in the United Kingdom."
Oxford has become the main focus for animal rights campaigners after the university restarted building on the new biosciences building in December. Work had been delayed by 16 months after the previous building contractor pulled out following death threats.
The Medical Research Council's chief executive, Colin Blakemore, described the ProTest demonstration as "immensely gratifying. For a long time, we have needed this kind of collective response," he said.
